The EEA enables organizations to adopt and use Ethereum technology in their daily operations. The platform provides a secure and private environment for businesses to connect, collaborate, and innovate.

Blockchain Show: Xord

The Blockchain Show is co-hosted by Daniel Norkin, co-founder and CEO of Envision Blockchain Solutions. He discussed how Fnality is using decentralized technology (EEA Enterprise Ethereum specification) to increase efficiency, speed, and data security in financial markets.

Crosschain Workshop 2021

Crosschain Workshop 2021 is a platform for researchers and application developers around the world to advance the field of crosschain operations.

Digital Ecosystems

The British Blockchain Association is hosting its 3rd Blockchain International Scientific Conference online. The event aims to bring together researchers and application developers around the world to advance the field of blockchain technology.

EEA Member Spotlight with Alexandre Bourget

In this EEA Member Spotlight blog, we interviewed co-founder and CTO Alexandre Bourget about how BambooDeFi is using decentralized technology to create a new way for users to make a steady income.

Crosschain Workshop 2021

The Crosschain Workshop 2021 is a forum for EEA members to examine and discuss the implications of specific technologies, industries, or similar topics.

New Directions for Government in the Second Era of the Digital Age

The Blockchain Research Institute, in collaboration with the Washington DC-based Chamber of Digital Commerce and other experts, has produced a 120-page report titled "New Directions for Government in the Second Era of the Digital Age." The report explores the role of blockchain technology in the government sector and provides recommendations for policymakers.

FIA Educational Cowboy Tax Survey Results

The FIA Educational Cowboy Tax Survey results show that the majority of respondents believe that the use of blockchain technology in tax systems will have a significant impact on data privacy and security for large enterprises. The survey was promoted by email to EEA mailing lists, and on Twitter, from November 2020 to January 2021. A summary of the results and responses to key questions are now available.

Survey on the EEA's Mainnet Use Cases and Requirements

Last fall, the EEA's Mainnet Working Group – Enterprise Use Cases and Requirements – was formed to explore the opportunities and requirements for Mainnet use cases within the EEA ecosystem. The group has been actively engaged in discussions and work on several topics, including the development of a Mainnet use case library and the creation of a framework for Mainnet testing.

EEA Annual Report

The EEA hosted a virtual London Enterprise Ethereum Annual Report event in December. The report covered the main DeFi trends in Q4 2020 and what is anticipated for 2021. The report is co-authored by Don Tapscott, Kirsten Sandberg, and Anthony D. Williams, based Chamber of Digital Commerce and other experts, has produced a 120-page report titled "New Directions for Government in the Second Era of the Digital Age." The report explores the role of blockchain technology in the government sector and provides recommendations for policymakers.
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Save the Date! Ethereum in the Enterprise 2021 - New York City

EEA Member Spotlight with Alexandre Bourget, co-founder and CTO of BambooDeFi

Learn more about BambooDeFi, a decentralized finance protocol that allows users to earn interest on their Ethereum assets.

To request to speak, sit on a panel, or debate at the event, please visit the EEA website.

We welcome inquiries for speaking opportunities! Please contact us at info@eeainc.com.

Mark your calendars now and stay tuned for more details and registration.

We're back at it! Join us on